
Golf Committee – Conference Call – Thursday, June 30, 2011   -    Minutes from meeting  

1. Sponsors-Pat to send updated control sheet to everyone on this list with all new 
confirmed items.  Everyone to please follow up on the sponsor you are responsible for 
over the course of the next week if possible and email Pat and me and Bill with any 
updates so we can update the control sheet and get the invoice ordered from the office.  
Jeremy also noted that we should confirm that we have a process in place to ensure 
sponsors are getting what they pay for as advertised in our Golf Kit for sponsors.  To be 
discussed next meeting. 

2. Foursome-update-could everyone try to get one foursome confirmed over the course of 
the next week.  Update Bill and Pat and me as soon as possible.  Tom Pullen needs Phil 
Rossy to sign off on the letter so that he can follow up with the various golf clubs’ mens 
nights to approach them for foursomes.  Tom is looking after contacting 4 clubs, Phil is 
looking after contacting 2 clubs.  Bill also to approach some clubs 

3. Silent Auction update-Michel-confirmed Sports Expert Mountain bike, Gift Certificate 
from Giovanni’s, Rita’s item –ring from Bon Appetit min bid $500.00.  Rita says she sent 
out all the emails with all the letters to all of last year’s sponsors.  Michel will go see Rita 
on Monday or Tuesday and figure out how to ensure there is a control such that all the 
items are updated on the one control spreadsheet.  Last year Sheri/ Sally kept the 
spreadsheet.  Sheri will resend spreadsheet from last year to Michel and Rita.  Follow up 
is each Kiwanis contact will receive email from Sheri/ Deborah and Michel with package 
of donors to follow up with as each donor would have received a thank you letter and 
request for new donation last week. 

4. Master’s Flag Raffle-Bill has a Master’s flag signed by Arnold Palmer.  He is suggesting 
a Raffle as we fear that not enough funds can be generated by a silent auction only.  
Michel suggested 3 tickets for $20.00.  Geoff suggests putting it in a frame with photo of 
Arnold Palmer at the putting contest to put with it and start selling tickets right away.  
Tickets will also be sold at dinner.  Geoff to look after selling tickets at dinner as well.  
Geoff will look after doing the framing.  Bill to connect with Geoff to organize.  Clive 
and Geoff to follow up with Rita on obtaining license for the raffle.   

5. Volunteers-Geoff –he will start 30 days in advance.  He is half way through.  Geoff will 
speak to all of the volunteers before the event they will all be golfers.   

6. Beat the Juniors.-Jeremy to follow up with Tom Reaume to ensure line up of Juniors and 
moms or dads 

7. Jeremy to follow up with Barb Perrin regarding Administration and Silent Auction 

8. We need an update on how signage is going from Peter Nadeau 

Next meeting to occur on Monday July 11, 2011, subject to Apollo Boardroom being available.    
  



 


